Introduction
Interpolation is a desirable property linking syntax and semantics that a well behaved logic is supposed to have. However, there are useful logics where interpolation fails and for which we would be interested in a semantical characterization of pairs of formulae having an interpolant in the logic. More precisely, for these logics we look for a semantical property of pairs of formulae which is stronger than entailment but equivalent to the existence of an interpolant. In 4], van Benthem and Barwise found this characterization for In nitary Logic: here, to characterize interpolation pairs ( ; ) (that is: pairs of formulae having an interpolant) it su ces to strengthened the condition of entailment j= to the condition of entailment along potential isomorphism in the common language. Since two structures M; N are potentially isomorphic w.r.t. a given language L i they satisfy the same in nitary formulae of L (notation: M L1 N ), we have that entails along potential isomorphism i for all models M; N if M j= and M (L( )\L( )) 1 N , then N j= (notation j= 1 ). The Interpolation Theorem for In nitary Logic can be stated as follows: the pair ( ; ) has an interpolant i j= 1 . In general, we say that a logic L has elementary interpolation if interpolation pairs can be characterized as the pairs ( ; ) for which j= L (here the relation j= L is de ned as above with the logic L instead that L 1 ). In the realm of nitary logics this is a weak condition, because it can be proved that any compact logic enjoys elementary interpolation. On the other hand, this is not always true when the logic is not compact, and Monadic Second Order Logic and First Order Logic over nite models are example of logics for which even elementary interpolation fails (see 7] ).
The proof of elementary interpolation for In nitary Logic (and for its modal fragment) is given in 4] by using the Boundedness Theorem, and the proof has been generalized in 3] to deal with interpolation in nice fragment of In nitary Logic. A di erent technique, generalizing the notion of consistency property for Countable In nitary Logic, is proposed in 6]. This is a method applying to other logics than In nitary Logic: for example, it can be used to prove elementary interpolation for In nitary Modal Logic or the nite variable fragment of First Order Logic. The general idea underlying this technique is that for certain logics the relation of elementary equivalence between models (i.e. to satisfying the same formulae of the logic) is equivalent to the existence of a relation between the two models satisfying certain combinatorial properties (i.e. potential isomorphism for In nitary logic, or bisimulation for In nitary Modal Logic). If ; are formulae of the logic which do not have an interpolant, then one can use the generalized consistency properties to build two related models (which are then elementary equivalent) one satisfying and the other : . This implies that 6 j= L and the non-trivial implication of elementary interpolation is proved. This method has been extensively applied to prove interpolation and preservation theorems for various logics in 6], and in 20] to obtain these results for Countable In nitary Modal Logic.
In this paper we apply the generalized consistency method to prove elementary interpolation for the family of countable in nitary graded modal logics. The problem of interpolation for the rst order version of these logics has already been considered by Andr eka in 1]. She showed that the behavior of the logics in the class is not uniform: logics with a nite number of graded operators do not enjoy interpolation while the whole logic of Finite Graded Modalities does. On the other hand, being compact, all these logics have elementary interpolation, but the same question for the in nitary versions cannot be solved so easily. In this paper we prove elementary interpolation for the family of countable innitary graded modal logics together with a preservation theorem w.r.t. their classical environments. After nishing a preliminary version of this paper we discovered that these results can also be obtained by applying the general technique described in 3] . In this paper we also improve the result of elementary interpolation for the case of the in nitary countable graded logic containing all nite graded operators. Let us brie y recall the proof of interpolation in Countable In nitary First Order Logic, to see how it can be modi ed to prove elementary interpolation for graded modal logics.
If a pair ( ; ) of countable in nitary rst order formulae does not have an interpolant, a model for ^: , showing that 6 j= ! , can be constructed as follows. Starting from the set s 0 = f ; : g, we generate an increasing sequences s 0 s 1 ; : : : ; s n ; : : :, of sets of formulae in such a way that each s n can be divided into two subsets, s 0 n ; s 1 n with the following properties: all formulae in s 0 n and s 1 n are in the language of , , respectively, augmented with new constants, and the pair (^s 0 n ; :^s 1 n ) does not have an interpolant in the common language. If s n = s 0 n s 1 n is given, the set s n+1 is obtained by reducing a formula in one of s 0 n ; s 1 n , towards atomic sentences, being careful to preserve the non existence of an interpolant between two subsets of s n+1 . For example, if 9x belongs to the set s 0 n , we can add a constant c to the language, taken from a countable set of C of new constants and consider the sets s 0 n+1 = s 0 n f (c)g, s 1 n+1 = s 1 n , and s n+1 = s 0 n+1 s 1 n+1 . If^s 0 n and :^s 1 n do not have an interpolant, then^s 0 n+1 and :^s 1 n+1 do not have one as well. One can then prove that in !-steps a set s = S s n is reached, whose sentences are either atomic or have been reduced in previous steps. The atomic sentences of s are then used to build a model from the set of constants C which veri es all sentences in s . In particular, this model veri es ^: . If a logic does not have interpolation then there is a pair of formulae ( ; ) in the logic with j= such that and do not have an interpolant: if we start with the previous construction from this pair, we certainly cannot hope to build a model for ^: , but if we reduce our expectations then in certain cases we can adapt the method of consistency property to prove elementary interpolation. In case of the graded modal logics considered in this paper, we rst give a notion of counting bisimilar models (the combinatorial property announced above) characterizing elementary equivalence between models. Then, starting from a pair ; without an interpolant in the logic, we shall build two models M; N which are counting bisimilar w.r.t. the language L( ) \ L( )), one verifying and the other verifying : . This su ces to prove elementary interpolation for the logic in consideration. The construction of the two models is similar to the construction of a single model for ^: in the case of Countable In nitary First Order Logic, but we now use two disjoint sets of constants C; D: one will be used to build M and the other to build N ; moreover, during this construction we also x links between C; D in such a way that at the end we can use these links to recognize a counting bisimulation between M and N . This is just the general idea of a proof of interpolation in the family of graded logics using consistency property modulo bisimulation. As in 6], this technique can also be used to prove a preservation theorem for Countable In nitary First Order Logic versus its Graded Fragment. For the sake of simplicity, we divide the proof in two parts. In Section 3 we deal with a general notion of consistency property modulo bisimulation and in Section 4 we apply this notion to give a proof of preservation and elementary interpolation for countable in nitary graded logics. Finally, in Section 5 we consider the In nitary Logic of Finite Graded Modalities L 3<@0 !1 : in this case we improve the result of the previous section and show that this logic enjoys Craig interpolation.
Notation and Preliminaries
In this part we introduce the basic material (de nitions, notations, and preliminary results) that are needed to read this paper.
All languages considered contain a countable set of unary predicates prop, a countable set of binary predicates (indexed by a set A of atomic action), one constant, and no function symbols. The basic idea of the graded modalities is to extend Basic Modal Logic with graded operators that give the possibility of counting successors: we de ne, for any natural number n and action a 2 , the operator hai n , whose interpretation in a structure M is given by M j= hai n i the cardinality of the set fw 2 R a (r M ) : (M; w) j= g is greater than n. The Logic of Finite Graded Modalities L 3<@0 is de ned as Basic Modal Logic extended with the operators hai n for n < ! and a 2 . The logic where we only allow the use of a graded operator hai m if m < n, for a xed natural number n, is denoted by L 3<n .
We denote the extension of L 3<@0 and L 3<n where we allow conjunctions on countable sets of formulae by L 3<@0 !1 , L 3<n !1 . For k nite or @ 0 , the logics L 3<k !1 can be seen as fragments of L !1 (via an obvious extension of the standard translation ST above). More generally, if h; h 0 are cardinals, we may de ne the logic L 3<h h 0 , where we allow the use of the graded operators hai k for k < h and conjunctions on sets of formulae of cardinality strictly smaller than h 0 . Finally, we will consider the full in nitary logic of graded modalities L grad 1 , where we allow arbitrary conjunctions on sets of formulae, and graded operators hai h , for any cardinal h (to be interpreted in the natural way).
To prove our interpolation theorem we also make use of the (apparently) stronger operator fag m (for a natural number m and a 2 Proof. If Z is a ((< k)-)counting bisimulation between M and N , we say that M and N are ((< k)-)counting bisimilar. If M is a structure for a language L and N is a structure for a language L 0 we also consider ((< k)-)counting bisimulation w.r.t. a language L 1 contained in L \ L 0 : the de nition is as above except that in 2) the nodes w; v validate the same propositional constants of L 1 and 3),4) are restricted to atomic actions of this language. We are now ready for details. Let C; D be countable sets of constants symbols which are disjoint, except for the root constant r 2 C \ D. Without loss of generality we suppose that the formulae of (L C ) !1 and (L 0 D ) !1 are constructed from atoms and negated atoms using 8; 9; countable conjunctions and disjunctions. If is a formula, we denote by : the formula obtained by`moving the negation inside' (e.g. :(p(x)^q(x)) :p(x) _ :q(x)).
De nition 3.1 Let k be a natural number or @ 0 . A consistency property modulo (< k)?counting bisimulation is a set S of triples (A; ; ) where (r; r) 2 A C D, is a countable set of (L C ) !1 -sentences and is a countable set of (L 0 D ) !1 -sentences, both satisfying the following closure properties (divided into six groups of left and right consistency, equality, and bisimulation properties).
Left Consistency Properties:
(c 1 ) If is an atomic sentence of (L C ) !1 , then either (A; f g; ) 2 S or (A; f: g; ) 2 S; (c 2 ) If is an atomic sentence of (L C ) !1 , either 6 2 
Right Equality Properties:
The same as above exchanging the role of and .
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Notice how these properties are extrapolated from our rst example, in which S is the set of triples (Z; ; ) such that there exist two (< k)-counting bisimilar models M, N with M j= , N j= , and D M = fc M : c 2 Cg; D N = fd N : d 2 Dg. On the other hand, we can prove that this example of a consistency property is paradigmatic, in the sense given by the following lemma. We give the proof of this lemma in full details and this will keep us busy until the end of the section. Proof.
For the sake of readability we divide the proof in three parts. The rst part regards a preliminary make up of our consistency property S and the construction of an enumeration of formulas and of certain triples. This enumeration will be used in the second part of the proof as a guide in the construction of the two models M; N . In the same part we also verify that M j= ; N j= , while the third part is devoted to the construction of the (< k)-counting bisimulation between M and N .
(1): Preliminary Steps
We say that a consistency property S is closed if whenever (A; ; ) 2 These tuples correspond to the various requirements that a (< k)?counting bisimulation Z between models M; N must satisfy, on the left (L) and on the right (R). Notice that T is countable, since L; L 0 ; C, and D are all countable. We will construct our models and our bisimulation step by step, following an enumeration that contains these tuples. Whenever a tuple of type L 1 is met, we continue the construction in such a way that if (c M ; d N ) 2 Since Y T is countable, we can list it as G 0 ; G 1 ; : : : ; G n ; : : :. We shall now construct a sequence t 0 = (A 0 ; 0 ; 0 ); t 1 = (A 1 ; 1 ; 1 ); : : : ; of triples in S as follows. The triple (A 0 ; 0 ; 0 ) is the given (A; ; ). If (A n ; n ; n ) is already de ned, then (A n+1 ; n+1 ; n+1 ) is constructed using the de nition of a consistency property, according to the element G n . More precisely, if G n is a formula in Y (L C ) !1 then: if (A n ; n fG n g; ) 6 2 S, then t n+1 = t n ; if G n is an atomic formula, or G n = V , or G n = 8x and (A n ; n fG n g; ) 2 S, then t n+1 = (A n ; n fG n g; ); if G n = W and (A n ; n fG n g; ) 2 S then by (c 5 ) there is a 2 such that (A n ; n fG n g f g; ) belongs to S. We take this triple as t n+1 ; if G n = 9x and (A n ; n fG n g; ) 2 S then by (c 6 ) there is a c 2 C such that (A n ; n fG n g f (c)g; ) belongs to S. We take this triple as t n+1 ; The same construction is performed if G n is a formula in (L 0 D ) !1 , using the right consistency properties of S.
On the other hand, if G n is a tuple in T then: belongs to S. We take this triple as t n+1 . If (A n ; n ; n ) does not belong to S, take t n+1 = t n .
The same construction is performed on the right, when G n is a tuple of type Remark 3.3 a) If G n is a sentence in ! , then (A n ; n fG n g; n ) belongs to S and G n 2 n+1 . b) If G n is a sentence and r n is such that (A r ; r fG n g; r ) belongs to S, then G n 2 n+1 . c) If G n is a sequence (c; d; p) with (c; d) 2 Proof.
The same properties hold`on the right'.
We just prove a) and d). a) If G n 2 ! , let r n be such that G n 2 r . Then n fG n g r and since S is closed the triple (A n ; n fG n g; n ) belongs to S. By construction, G n 2 n+1 . d) Let r n be such that (c; d) 2 From the equality properties of S it follows that E is an equivalence relation. For example, suppose cEc 0 and c 0 Ec 00 . Let n be such that G n is c = c 00 , and let r n be such that c = c 0 and c 0 = c 00 belong to r . By applying (=) 2 with (c 0 ) equal to c 0 = c 00 we obtain that the triple (A r ; r fc = c 00 ); r ) belongs to S. By Remark 3.3.b we obtain c = c 00 2 n+1 . Hence, cEc 00 . Re exivity and symmetry of E are proved in the same way using properties (=) 1 ; (=) 3 .
For c 2 ! and by induction M j= (c). Since this holds for all c 2 C and any element of M is denoted by an element in C, it follows that M j= 8x . If = G n = 9x belongs to ! , then by Remark 3.3.a we have that the triple (A n ; n f9x g; n ) belongs to S. By construction of t n+1 , there is a c 2 C such that (c) 2 n+1 ! and by induction M j= (c). Hence, M j= 9x . The remaining cases are similar and left to the reader. In this way we proved that M is a model for all sentences in ! . In a similar way we can prove that there is a model N Hence, if (A; ; ) 2 S we showed how to construct two models M; N with M j= ; N j= , and how to expand A to a (< k)-counting bisimulation Z between M and N . This ends the proof of the Lemma.
4 Preservation and Elementary Interpolation
In this section we characterize the Graded (In nitary) Logic L 3<k !1 , for k @ 0 , as the fragment of In nitary Logic L !1 which is invariant for (< k)?counting bisimulation and prove elementary interpolation for it. All proofs can be specialized to the nitary fragment L 3<k .
First of all, let us recall how consistency properties are used in L !1 to prove interpolation. Suppose j= and suppose by contradiction that the pair ( ; ) does not have an interpolant. Consider the set S of all nite sets of sentences s which can be decomposed as s = s 1 s 2 , with:
2.^s 1 , :^s 2 do not have an interpolant. It can be proved that the set S de ned above is a consistency property; since by hypothesis the pair (f g; f: g) belongs to S, the Model Existence Lemma tells us that there exists a model for ^: , a contradiction.
We generalize this idea in the proof of Theorem 4.3. In this context the interpolant is a graded formula, but for technical reasons that will become clear during the proof, we need an extension inside L !1 of the graded fragment, the so-called extended graded formulae over a set of variables X (these formulae were rst introduced for the modal case by van Benthem). Intuitively, extended graded formulae consist on boolean combination of ordinary graded modal formulae evaluated at di erent nodes. In order to state the interpolation and preservation theorems, we need the following de nition. for each x 2 X the pair ( 1 x; 2 x) is in A; j= ( 1 ) and j= : ( 2 ).
Notice that only nitely many constants appear in , , and A (this is because if is a sentence of L !1 then its subformulae contain only a nite number of free variables). Proposition 4.4 S is a consistency property modulo (< k)-counting bisimulation.
Proof.
We prove some of the left properties of De nition 3.1, leaving the others and the right properties to the reader.
(c 1 ) If is an atomic sentence in (L C ) !1 , suppose by contradiction that (A; f g; ) 6 2 S, and (A; f: g; ) 6 ( 2 ); and ( 1 (x); 2 (x)) 2 A, for all x 2 X, proving that (A; ; ) 6 2 S. (c 6 ) If 9x 2 , consider a c 2 C which is new for A; (this is possible because A and only contain a nite number of constants). We prove that (A; f (c=x)g; ) 2 S. If (A; f (c=x)g; ) 6 2 S then there are an extended graded formula (X) and substitutions 1 ; 2 such that f (c=x)g j= ( 1 ), j= : ( 2 ), and ( 1 x; 2 x) 2 A, for all x 2 X. Since c is new for A; we also have j= ( 1 ), j= : ( 2 ), a contradiction.
We prove the left bisimulation properties. ( 2 )), and (A; ; ) 6 2 S, witnessed by the extended formula 0 (y; X) = p(y)^ (X) (which can be rewritten in the form required to be an extended graded formula by moving p(y) inside over disjunctions) and by the substitutions 1 f(y; c) Then j= ( 1 ), j= : ( 2 ), and ( 1 x; 2 x) 2 A, for all x 2 X, contradicting (A; ; ) 2 S.
Having proved that S is a consistency property modulo (< k)?counting bisimulation, we can conclude the proof of our theorem. If ; are sentences in (L C ) !1 that have no graded interpolant, the triple f(r; r); ; : g belongs to S. Otherwise there are an extended graded formula (X) and two substitutions 1 ; 2 such that j= ( 1 ); : j= : ( 2 ); and ( 1 x; 2 x) = (r; r), for all x 2 X. Hence 1 (x) = r; 2 (x) = r, for all x 2 X, and we may suppose that jXj = 1. Therefore ( 1 ) = ( 2 ) is equivalent to a graded formula which is an interpolant for ; , a contradiction. Hence f(r; r); ; : g belongs to S and by Lemma 3.2 it follows that there are two (< k)-counting bisimilar models M; N with M j= , N j= : . This proves that does not entails modulo (< k)?counting bisimulation. Proof.
For the rst part, notice that a sentence 2 L !1 is invariant for (< k)?counting bisimulation i entails along (< k)?counting bisimulation.
The second part is just Theorem 4.3 applied to the sentences ; 2 L 3<k !1 , which can be considered L !1 sentences via the standard translation. 2The preservation part of this corollary extends a result 18] characterizing the rst order sentences which are equivalent to graded modal formulae. Notice that this corollary gives elementary interpolation for the logic L 3<k !1 : since two (< k)-counting bisimilar structures satisfy the same L 3<k !1 -sentences, if entails along (L( ) \ L( )) 3<k !1 -equivalence, then entails along (< k)-counting bisimulation w.r.t. L( ) \ L( ), and we can apply the corollary to get the interpolant.
Finally, we remark that it is not possible to improve Corollary 4.5 to full interpolation in the logics L 3<n ! for a natural n 3: just consider the two formulae (p) (hai n?1 p^hai:p); (q) (hai 2 q _ hai n?1 :q) : We have (p) j= (q), but (q) does not entail (q) along (< n)?counting bisimulation. Hence ; cannot have an interpolant. The situation is di erent if we allow the use of the operators hai n for all natural n: indeed, an interpolant for the formulae , above is the formula hai n >. In the next section we prove Craig interpolation for the In nitary Logic L 3<@0 !1 .
5 Craig Interpolation for L 3<@ 0 ! 1 In the previous section we proved a weak form of interpolation for the graded logics L 3<k !1 , L 3<k , for k @ 0 , and we provided a counterexample to interpolation in the logics L 3<n !1 for a natural number n. The situation is di erent for the logics L 3<@0 , L 3<@0 !1 : these logics enjoy the classical Craig interpolation property. This result is already known for L 3<@0 ( 1] ) and it will be proved here for the logic L 3<@0 !1 , by using Corollary 4.5 and the notion of unraveling (see De nition 5.1).
For the sake of simplicity, we just deal with languages containing as binary relation symbols only one binary relation R a , which we denote by R. Similarly, the graded operators hai h are denoted by 3 h . However, this restriction is not necessary and the proof could be carried out with minor adaptations also in the case of a countable number of such relations.
By Corollary 4.5 we know that a (necessary and) su cient condition for a pair ( ; ) in L 3<@0 !1 to have an interpolant is that entails along (< @ 0 )-counting bisimulation w.r. The root is the sequence r M having only one element.
The unary predicates are de ned by
One can easily prove that the unraveling M U of a model M is counting bisimilar (in particular, (< @ 0 )?counting bisimilar) to M. Suppose the two models M and N in the discussion above are such that M U ; N U are isomorphic; then we can take K := M and consider it as a L( )-model by copying the evaluation of the propositional constants in L( ) from N U , via the isomorphism between M U and N U . Then K would be bisimilar to both M and N . However, it is not true in general that two (< @ 0 )-counting bisimilar models have an isomorphic unraveling (as a counterexample, consider a node with @ 1 -successors and a node with @ 0 -successors), but the result is true when restricted to countable models. This can be seen as a corollary of the more general result that the unraveling of a model can be characterized by the full in nitary logic Proof.
Since M; N are countable, we can prove that any (< @ 0 )-counting bisimulation Z between the two models is a full counting bisimulation. If wZv and X R(w) then X is either nite or jXj = @ 0 . Writing X = fw 1 ; : : : ; w n ; : : :g, we can consider the nite sets X n = fw 1 ; : : : ; w n g: since Z is an (< @ 0 )-counting bisimulation we have that jfy 2 R(v) : 9x 2 X n xZygj jX n j; from which we deduce that jfy 2 R(v) : 9x 2 X xZygj jXj: Having proved that there is a full counting bisimulation between M; N , we know from Lemma 2.5 that the two models satisfy the same formulae of L grad 1 . From Theorem 5.2 it follows that the unravelings M U and N U are isomorphic. Proof.
Suppose that and do not have an interpolant. We prove that does not entails . By Corollary 4.5 we know that does not entails along (< @ 0 )-counting bisimulation w.r.t. L 1 , that is, there are two models M; N which are (< @ 0 )-counting bisimilar w.r.t. L 1 , such that M j= and N j= : . We can suppose without loss of generality that M and N are countable. To show this, consider the language L = fM; N; r M ; r N ; R; Zg fp : p 2 L 1 g, where M; N are unary predicates, R; Z are binary, r M ; r N are constants, and fp : p 2 L 1 g is the set of unary predicates of L 1 . We can then write a L !1 -sentence which expresses the existence of models M; N as above. Since is a consistent L !1 -sentence, by the Lowenheim-Skolem Theorem for L !1 we obtain that has a countable model. From this model we can easily extract two countable models M; N which are (< @ 0 )-counting bisimilar w.r.t. L In this paper we investigate interpolation in the family of (in nitary) graded modal logics, proving elementary interpolation and Craig interpolation whenever possible. One question we left unsolved here is whether the logic L grad 1 enjoys interpolation or not (in a previous version of this work (see 7]) I erroneously claimed to have a proof for it, but Alexandru Baltag pointed me a mistake in the construction). We also have some general questions regarding the method of consistency property modulo bisimulation. We list them below.
Can we fruitfully use this technique to prove results in other logics as well? In any logic which is invariant under bisimulation, the Amalgamation Lemma allows to prove interpolation by showing that if entails modulo bisimulation then ; have an interpolant. In this paper we showed how this weak form of interpolation can be proved via consistency property.
What about this technique in PDL?
In this chapter we characterized pairs of formulae having an interpolant in logics which do not have Craig interpolation. What about doing the same with uniform interpolation? For example, we know that PDL does not enjoy uniform interpolation. Can we characterize formulae of PDL having a uniform interpolant? Between them we certainly have all basic modal logic formulae, but these are not all. For example, ha ip is not a basic modal logic formula but it has > as uniform interpolant w.r.t. the language fag (more generally, all positive (p) have (>) as a uniform interpolant). Another interesting application of the method of generalized consistency property is to use it to obtain a generalized Gentzen Proof Theory, with inference rules manipulating ternary sequents as described in 6].
